Participants are invited to submit papers on the following topics. The major areas of activity in the development of Semiconductor Electronics solicited and expected at this conference include but are not limited to:

**Cluster 1** (Chair - Prof. Dato' Dr. Burhanuddin Yeop Majlis)
- MEMS/ NEMS
- Device Modeling and Simulation
- Nanoelectronics
- Device Physics and Characterization

**Cluster 2** (Chair - Prof. Dr. Mohd Adzir Mahdi)
- Opto-electronics and Photonics Technology
- Microwave Device and MMIC

**Cluster 3** (Chair - Prof. Dr. Ibrahim Ahmad)
- IC Packaging & Testing
- Reliability and Failure Analysis
- Semiconductor Manufacturing & Process
- VLSI Design

**Cluster 4** (Chair - Prof. Dr. Uda Hashim)
- Opto-electronics and Photonics Technology
- Process Technology (CMOS, Bipolar, BiCMOS, GaAs, etc)
- Microelectronics Application in Product Development
- Electronics Materials and Device Fabrication

**Important Dates**

- **Full Paper Submission**: April 30, 2014
- **Notification of Acceptance**: May 30, 2014
- **Final Paper Submission**: June 30, 2014
- **Early Registration Deadline**: July 16, 2014
- **Registration Deadline**: August 1, 2014

www.ieeemalaysia-eds.org/icse2014